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FAULT-TOLERANT ROUTINGS IN KAUTZ AND 
DE BRUIJN NETWORKS 
Rcccivrd 25 January 19X9 
We consider the problem of constructing networks, having a fixed routing, that are highly 
fault-tolerant. A routing in a network assigns to each ordered pair of nodes a tised path from 
one to another. According to Uolev, Halpern. Simons and Strong, a good rouring 1s such that 
the &meter of the survicing route digraph associated to the routing is small wharsver chc set of 
fault5 IS. In this digraph, the nodes are the nonfaulry nodes of the original di,uraph, two nodes 
being joined by an arc if and only if there are no faults on the path between them. Doler, 
Halpern. Simons and Strong have asked for families of networks admnting such a routing. Here 
we prove that the families of de Bruijn or Kautz neworks satisfy this condition. 
1. Introduction 
It. is well known that telecommunication or interconnection networks can be 
modeled by digraphs in which the nodes represent switching elements or processors 
and the arcs represent communication links. An important problem is to build net- 
works which are fault-tolerant. Different measures of vulnerability have been 
studied (see [2,3,5]). 
In the present paper, we consider the problem of obtaining fault-tolerant routings 
(as defined in [6]) in Kautz and de Bruijn networks. A routing assigns to each 
ordered pair of nodes in the network a fixed path (called a route) from the first one 
to the other. The nodes communicate via the fixed paths of the routing. This scheme 
works as long as no node or link is faulty. If there happens to be a faulty node or 
link on the fixed path of the routing from s to _v, then x can no longer use this path 
to send information toy. However, it may be the case that there exists a node z such 
that the path from x-to z and the path from z to y are both still working. It is then 
possible that x sends information to y via z using the concatenation of two paths 
of the original routing. More generally, x can send messages to y using the con- 
catenation of several paths of the original routing. This procedure may be useful, 
at least in an intermediate phase, to recompute another routing between the remain- 
ing nodes. In order that the communication does not become too long, it is impor- 
tant that the number of paths to be concatenated is small. Dolev et al. [6] have 
formalized this problem in the following way. They defined the surviving route 
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graph of  a network associated to a routing and a set of  faults as the digraph whose 
vertices are the nonfaulty nodes of  the network,  with an arc from node x to node 
y if there are no faults on the path of  the routing from x to y. They obtained several 
results on the diameter of  this digraph (see also [4,7,9, 11] for other results) and 
listed open problems; in part icular,  they asked [6, Problem 1] for the construct ion 
o f  networks having a surviving route graph of  small diameter.  Such networks are 
cal led fault-tolerant.  
Here,  we show that Kautz and de Bruijn digraphs are good fault - to lerant net- 
works by proving that the diameter of  their associated surviving route graphs is two. 
2. Definitions and notation 
We represent he nodes of  an interconnect ion etwork by the vertices and the 
l inks by the arcs of  a digraph G = (I/, A). Al l  definit ions not given here can be found 
in [1]. 
The set of  the successors of  a vertex x is denoted by F~(x), and is equal to 
{z, l (x ,e, )eA }. Similarly, the set of  the predecessors of  a vertex x is denoted by 
F (x) and is equal to {z ] (z,x) eA  }. The indegree d-(x) of a vertex x is the number 
of  predecessors of  x, and the ouldegree d+(x) of x is the number of successors of  
x. The max imum indegree (respectively outdegree) of  a digraph is the maximum of 
the indegrees of  the vertices (respectively outdegrees of  the vertices). 
A path of  length k from x to y is a sequence of  vertices xo-x, xl,...,xa =y, such 
that (xi, xi+l) is an arc of  G, for all i, O<_i<_k- 1. The distance d(x,y) f rom x to y 
is the smallest length of  a path from x to y. 
A digraph is strongly-connected if there is a path from x to y for any vertices x 
and y. The diameter D(G) of a strongly-connected digraph G is the maximum 
distance over all the pairs of  vertices. A digraph G is strongly k-connected if the 
digraph obtained by removing any set of  k -1  vertices is still strongly connected. 
The connectivity K(G) of G is the greatest integer k such that G is strongly k- 
connected. In a strongly-connected digraph, one can define a routing. A routing 
assigns to each ordered pair of  vertices (x,y) of  the digraph a path O(x,y) from x 
to y. A minimal length routing is a rout ing in which all the paths are shortest paths. 
Let G be a digraph and let Fbe  a set of  vertices and/or  arcs, such that IF] <K(G)  
(F  corresponds to the set of  faults in the network).  We will denote by F v the subset 
of  F consisting of  all the vertices of  F and by F A the subset of  the arcs. Let o be 
a routing, a path of  the rout ing is said to avoid F, if is does not contain any element 
of  F. Fol lowing [6], the surviving route graph R(G,~)/F is the digraph consisting 
of  all nonfaulty vertices, with an arc from x to 3' if O(x,y) avoids /:\ As the set of  
faults is not known in advance, the interesting measure is D(G,p)=maxt. I F <K{~;I 
D(R(G, o)/F). 
The de Bruijn digraph B(d,D), is the digraph whose vertices are labeled with 
words of  length D from an a lphabet of  d letters. There is an arc from a vertex x 
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to a vertex y if and only if the last D-  1 letters of x are the same as the first D -  1 
letters of y, that is, there is an arc from (xl,x 2, ...,xo) to the vertices (x2,x3 ..... 
xo, a) where a is any letter. The digraph has d D vertices, maximum out- and in- 
degree d, diameter D and connectivity d -1  (see [10]). 
The Kautz digraph K(d, D), is the digraph obtained from the de Bruijn digraph 
of parameters d+ 1 and D by removing the words in which there are two consecutive 
identical etters. In other words, the vertices are labeled with words (Xl,X2 ..... xo) 
where xi~ {0, 1 ..... d} and xi:/:xi+l for i~ {1,2 ..... D - I} .  There is an arc from the 
vertex (x~,x2 ..... XD) to the d vertices (x2,x3 ..... xD,a) where a is any letter dif- 
ferent from xo. This digraph has dD+ d °-~ vertices, maximum out- and indegree 
d, diameter D, and connectivity d (see [10]). 
Note that there is only one minimal length routing 6 in K(d,D) and in B(d,D). 
This routing is defined as follows: 
Let x= (x i ,x  2 . . . . .  XD) and y= (Y l ,Y2  . . . . .  YD)  be any pair of vertices in K(d,D) or 
in B(d,D). Let a=sup{ilxo+ j i=Yj, l<_j<_i} but let c~=0 if this set is empty. 
Then 6(x,y)=x, (X2 . . . . .  XD, Ya+l) . . . . .  (X k . . . . .  XD,Ya+ 1 . . . . .  Yce+k-1)  . . . . .  Y: (XD a+l  . . . . .  
XO, Yo: + 1 . . . . .  YD)" 
3. Results 
Dolev et al. [6] proved that D(Cn, 6) is at most 3 for any minimal length routing 
6 on the n-dimensional cube Cn. They exhibit a minimal ength routing 2 such that 
D(Cn, 2)= 2 and give general results for the diameter of the surviving route graph 
of a /c-connected graph when IF] </c. Peleg and Simons [12] used probabilistic 
arguments to prove the existence of routirgs 6 in vast families of graphs G (e.g. 
graphs G with maximum degree smaller than cn ~/3, where c is a constant and n the 
number of vertices of G) such that D(G, 6) is at most 3. In [9] Imase and Manabe 
proved that if a graph G is K-connected and has more than 2K 2 vertices, then there 
exists a routing 6 such that D(G,6) is at most 3. 
Here we prove the following theorems. 
Theorem A. Let K(d, D) be the Kautz digraph of out- and indegree d and diameter 
D and let 6 be the unique minimal ength routing. Then D(K(d, D), 6) is 2. 
Theorem B. Let B(d, D) be the de Bruijn digraph of out- and indegree d and 
diameter D and let 6 be the unique minimal length routing. Then D(B(d, D), 6) is 2. 
We will give only the proof of Theorem A (the proof of Theorem B is analogous 
and we refer the reader to [8] for further details). 
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4. P roo f  o f  Theorem A 
Note that for any strongly-connected digraph G and any routing ~o, D(G,Q)>_ 2. 
Indeed, D(G,~o)= max D(R(G,~o)/F)  over all the sets F of  cardinal i ty smaller than 
~c(G). Therefore it suffices to choose two vertices x and y in G, and to choose a set 
F that  does not contain the vertices x and y but that contains one of  the edges of  
0 (x, y). 
We will show that given any set F of  size at most d -  1 and any two vertices x and 
y in K(N, D) - F v , d~(~(~/,D),~,)Jr (x, y) --< 2. 
Let (a, y) be a fixed ordered pair of  vertices in K(d, D)-Fv. We can assume that 
[Fv_>IF I -1  and if l/%l - IF I 1, thenK,~={(x ,y )} .  
Indeed, suppose that (u ,v)eE.~,  (u, tOg~(x,y). Then it" u4:x,  and v*y  let F '  
be equal toF  {(u, v)} U {u}. I fu~:xand v y, let F '  F -{ (u ,v )} .  Otherwise let 
F '  be equal to F -{ (u ,v )}  U {v}. We have dleiA¢(:,D),~,)r,(x,v)>_d/e(Ain, z)),,~,) / (?,; V). 
Therefore we can consider only sets F such that ]k\.l_> IF i 1 and F.x = {(x,y)} if 
Iz';,I- I F I -  1. 
It is clear that in the fol lowing we can also assume that iF] -d -  1. For each t in 
F, S:(x) will denote the set of  vertices z such that Lo(x,z) contains t, and P~(y) will 
denote the set of  vertices z~ such that ~o(z, y) contains t. We will compute bounds on 
St(x) and P:(y)  in order to show that 
U s : (x )UP: (y )  <n=dD+d D i. 
Therefore,  there exists a vertex z0 such that ~o(x, z0) and ~o(z0,y) both avoid F. 
Lemma 1. For any vertex t in K (d ,D)=G,  i f  dc (x , t )=k ,  then 
dD~ l k __  1 
S,(x)l <- 
d-1  
Proof .  The number of  vertices z such that d(t, z ) -  i is at most Cl i. Furthermore,  if 
~o(& z) contains t, then d(t, z.) <- D - k as d(& t) - k. Therefore, the number of  vertices 
;, such that O(&z) contains t is at most 
i D ~ d D+I / ' -1  
d i - '1 
i (I d 1 
Similarly, we have the fol lowing lemma. 
Lemma 2. For any vertex t in G=K(d ,D) ,  i f  dc ( t ,y )= l ,  then 
dD~l / _  1 
I P,(.V)_< 
d 1 
Notat ion .  Let FI - FN (F  ~ (x) U F -(v)). We will denote R(K(d, D), ~o)/F by R. 
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Corollary 3. Let t belong to F 1 . Then 
d D + d D+2-d(x'y) - d-  1 
[St(x)U Pt(y) [ <__ 
d -1  
Proof. Note that t~St (x )NPt (y  ) and apply Lemmas 1 and 2 with {k,l}={1, 
d(x ,y ) - l} .  [] 
Corollary 4. Let t be any vertex which belongs to F -F  1 . Then 
2d D l -d -1  
IS,(x)u Pt(y)l <- 
d-1  
Proof. Note that t belongs to St(x)OPt(y)  and apply Lemma 2 twice, with 
l_>2. [] 
Corollary 5. Assume (x, y) c F and let t = (x, y). Then 
ISAx)U P,(y)I ~- - 
2d D-  2 
d-1  
Proof. Note that ISt x)[ = ISAx)l and Ie, Cy)l : ]P~(y)q. Apply Lemma 1 to y with 
k=l  and Lemma2toxwi th  1=1. [] 
We will now prove that dR(x,y)<_2 for any pair of vertices of R. The proof is 
divided into 3 cases according to the value of dG(X, y). 
Proposition 6. Assume dG(X, y) -> 3. Then dR(X, y) <-- 2. 
Proof. Let ]Fll=-l+ (d-1). Then by Corollaries 3 and 4 we have 
UPt(Y) \ /dD+dD- l -d -1)d~ ] ( 2dD- l -d -1  ) 
U S,(x) _< (d - l - l ){  +l  
teE d-1  
=dD+d D l -d - l - l (dDS1-1)  
< dD+d D-I. [] 
Proposition 7. Assume dG (x, y) : 2. Then dR (x, y) <_ 2. 
Proof. As dG(X,y ) =2, x=(x l ,x2 ,x  3. . . . .  XD), Y=(X3 . . . . .  XD, YD 1,YD)" There exists 
a unique vertex to=(X 2 . . . . .  XD, YD 1) in F+(x)AF  (y). Let ]Fll =- /+(d- l ) .  
Case 1. If to ¢ F1, then dn (x, y) = 1. 
Case 2. If toeFl  and l_> 1, then by using Corollary 3 for to, Lemmas 1 and 2 for 
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te /q  (note that there is no vertex t#:t o such that d~;(A, t) = 1 and d~(t,y)= I) and 
Coro l lary  4 for t•F  F~, we have 
,,,,U S , (x )UP , (y )  _< 2dD-d-ld--1 +(d- l -2 ) (  dD+dDd~-ll-d 1)  
(2dt~ ' -e l - l )  
+l d 1 
/ dr~ d D i \ 
dD+d '' ' d- l - ( / -1 ) (  d - l -  ) 
<dD+d ~ 1 
Case 3. If to eF  and FCF+(x)UF  (y), then there exists at least one successor 
of  x denoted by (x2, x3 . . . . .  x v, a) and one predecessor of  y denoted by (b, x 3 . . . . .  xrj, 
YIJ ~) which do not belong to F. 
even: 
z, = (a, b . . . . .  a, b); 
z=(a ,c ,  ... .  a,¢,e,a) where c¢  {a, x3,xl~ } and e¢  {a,c, x3} (if D_>4, 
Suppose D is 
- if a4~b, let 
if a -  b, let 
d_>3). 
Suppose D is 
- i f  a -b ,  let 
odd: 
z=(a,c, .... a,c,a) where c--Ca; 
- if aV:b, let z=(a,b .....  a,b,a,c,b) where c¢  {a,b, x3,xD} (if D_>5, d_>4). 
Then, one can show that O(x,z) and ~o(z, y) both avoid F. In the remaining cases (that 
is for small values of  d and D) a careful study shows that there exists a vertex z such 
that Q(x,z) and ~o(z,y) avoid F. See [8] for further details. • 
Propos i t ion  8. Assume dc(A,y)-  1. Then dR(x,y)<--2. 
Proof .  
Case 1. If (x,y)¢F, then dR(A,y)= 1. 
Let I F~ l=d- l - l .  
Case 2. If (x ,y )eFand l>_2, then by using Corol lary 5 for t=(x,y), Lemmas 1 
and 2 for /eF1  and Corol lary 4 for I •F -F j  we have 
2dD--2 /dD+d D l _d_  1 
U St(x)uP1(y) <_ - -+(d - /+ l ) (  ) i~r d -1  \ d 1 • 
/2d  ~ l -d -  1 ) 
=dD+dD l -d -  ( / -2 )  d -1  
< dD+d D J 
Cuse 3. (.y, y) E F and I= 1, There remains at least one successor of s = (.Y,, 
x1, . . . ,sD) denoted by (x~,x,, . . ,xD, a) and one predecessor of J= (x2, . . . ,xg, Jr,) 
denoted by (b, x2, . . . , A-~). .4s in Case 3 of Proposition 7 we can find a vertex z such 
that Q(X, z) and Q(Z, ~1) avoid F. 
Suppose D is even: 
- if a=h. let z=(a,c!..., a, c, P, a) where c $ {a, XII_ , , XL,] and et$ (s,c,s~}; 
_ if rr+b, let z-(a,h ,..., 46) (if 024, ~123). 
Suppose D is odd: 
- if a=b, let z=(a,c ,..., qc) where cfa; 
_ if nfh, let z=(a,b, . . . . qb,a,c,b) where ce{~~,b,s~,x-~} (if Dr5, d24). 
Then, one c’an show that Q(,Y,z) and Q(Z,S) avoid F. In the remaining casts (that is 
for small values of a’ or D) a careful study ~110~s that there exists a vertex : such 
that Q(S,Z) and Q(;,_v) avoid k~. Set Id] for further details. 1-I 
Remark. Another simple routing (T of K(d,D) is defined as follows: 
Let .\- 7 (.s-, , -1-1, . .. ,.Y[)) and J’=(.v,,.J’~, . . . . _~~~l. II’ s~#.v~, then a(.\;~~)--.q .,., (I-~, 
. . . 1 x’u, 1’1, .. . ) _Vk_ ]1 ( . . . , y. Otherwise a(,~, ~1) = x, . . . , (_Y~, . .. ,x0, y2, . . . ,_Y~: 1,. . . J. 
Nole that this is not a minimal length routing. hclually, some paths of this 
routing contaiu circuits. However, it is the only routing such that each path has 
length D ~ 1 or D, which is useful for some distributed algorithms on these digraphs. 
Lemmas 1, 2 ’ dnd Proposjtiorls 6-8 still apply, hence WC have a theorem analogous 
to Theorem A for U. 
Let us prove Lemma 1 for a. 
If f belongs to a path of the routing and if j is the length of the subpath from 
x to 1, we have jz k. The maximum number OF kerticcs ;, such that IE a(.<-, ;), and 
such that the length of the subpath from I to [ is j, is cl” ’ + d”-,’ ‘. 
Note that there cannot exist both a path of length j and also a path of length_; + 1 
I’rom .Y lo I, if j<D. Therefore, the maximum number of vertices .z such that 
f 6 0(x, z) is at most 
This proves I .emma 1. Lemma 2 can Lx proved similarly. 
We have an analogous result for the de Bruijn digraph B(c/, D), using the follow 
ing routing: 
Let .Y = (x~.x,, . . . , sD) and _v= (_Y, ,y,, . . ,yD). Then 0(x, J!) LX, . . . , (x,, . . .A-~,, 
.c’ ,I . ..>. L’x. , ). . . . , y. 
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